Electron-beam characteristics at extended treatment distances.
A uniform dose to the target site is required with a knowledge of delivered dose, central axis depth dose, and beam flatness for successful electron treatment at an extended source to surface distance (SSD). The central axis depth dose is shown to be nearly independent of moderate changes in the treatment distance. The delivered dose at a point could be calculated with the concept of virtual source position and an inverse square correction. In an extended SSD treatment, underdosage of the lateral tissue may occur due to reduced beam flatness. To study the changes in beam characteristics, the depth dose and beam flatness were measured at different SSDs for clinically used field sizes [(3 x 3)-(15 x 15) cm2] and beam energies ranging from 6 to 20 MeV. Our results indicate that the changes in depth dose are minimal except in the buildup region for most energies. In general, the surface dose is decreased (< or = 10%) as the SSD is increased moderately. Beam flatness was measured in terms of target coverage factor (TCF) defined as the ratio of the width of a specified isodose line to the geometrical field width. It was observed that the loss in beam flatness is significant for smaller fields, higher isodose lines, and lower energies. Variations in SSD have a minimal effect on the relative changes in beam flatness for field sizes greater than 8 x 8 cm2. The lateral loss of beam uniformity could be estimated by various parameters, such as the full width at half maximum, the homogeneity index, the uniformity index, and the TCF; however, TCF is a simpler parameter to use clinically. The beam characteristics (depth dose and TCF) at extended treatment distances are presented for electron beams.